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The leader of the Maryland Senate on Monday said marijuana legalization is “beyond past due” in the state, but he seemed reluctant to embrace a 2022 voter referendum on the issue that the House ...
Maryland Senate Leader Pushes For Marijuana Legalization Bill While House Speaker Wants 2022 Ballot Referendum
The number of banks and credit unions that report working with marijuana businesses remained stable over the last quarter, according to recently published federal data. For the last three quarters of ...
Number Of Banks Working With Marijuana Businesses Stabilizes Following Multi-Quarter Decline
In this comprehensive guide, we provide some background on odometer rollback fraud along with six proven ways you can protect yourself when car shopping.
Odometer Fraud Explained & 6 Proven Ways To Protect Yourself
It is a locally driven, large-scale investigative journalism project that has published more than 100 stories, including several deep-dive investigations, exposed numerous failures in accountability, ...
Local that Works
The footage comes after a grand jury in Texas last month cleared eight former officers of any criminal wrongdoing in Scott's death. The Collin County Grand Jury had reviewed the video footage of ...
Distressing security footage shows Marvin Scott's in-custody death
The former president claims the criminal investigations are part of ... according to Florida Department of State business records. It was also reported last week that Weisselberg was terminated ...
Jennifer Weisselberg 'told prosecutors Trump would cover her children's school fees'
“We have to recognize the problem, we have to acknowledge our unconscious biases in these types of situations, and we have to acknowledge the role that race plays in the criminal justice ... comes ...
Police officers treat Black and white men differently. You can hear it in their tone of voice
"To be clear," the judge said, the order does not require the government to take "any immigration, deportation or criminal action against any DACA recipient." He said the government could continue to ...
U.S. judge rules DACA program illegal, suspends new applications
Patients' charts reviewed, primary psychiatric diagnosis ... Admission & short term data from MDT records. Long term info from all med records, Home Office Register, Prison records, Offenders ...
A Systematic Review of Personality Disorder, Race and Ethnicity: Prevalence, Aetiology and Treatment
A Mississippi grand jury has found “no criminal conduct” by police officers ... The incident report the Sun Herald obtained through a public records request only said Frankowski was holding ...
Mississippi grand jury clears officers in shooting death
The HC, while partly allowing the state’s appeal challenging the acquittal of Abdul Rashid, a resident of Mumbra, had convicted him of murder and criminal conspiracy last week. Sentencing him to ...
Gulshan Kumar murder case convict surrenders before Mumbai court
Sabeel Rahman, who appeared alongside Ms. Khan at a 2019 panel that advocated putting ... refuse to lodge complaints for fear of cooked-up criminal charges or a lifetime of harassment from ...
Today’s Premium Stories
In the summer of 2011, hip-hop stars Kanye West and Jay-Z released the chart-topping album "Watch The Throne ... Middlesex District Attorney Gerad Leone conducted the criminal investigation of the ...
From The Archives: The Backstory On The DJ Henry Case
On a host of issues ranging from leak investigations to civil and criminal cases involving former ... of equal justice under the law. How he charts his way through the current controversies ...
Garland tries to untangle the Trump legacy at the Justice Department
The LSU Board of Supervisors fired their longtime law firm and removed the statistics of running back Derrius Guice from LSU record books ... sexually-oriented criminal offense data to each ...
Bill created in response to LSU sexual misconduct scandal signed by governor
Set in 1918 London around World War I, the press release states the official description of the film, "as a collection of history's worst tyrants and criminal masterminds gather to plot a war to ...
Watch: Mathew Vaughn, Ralph Fiennes' The King's Man gives sneak peek into origins of famed secret agents
Kelly leaves the Leighton Criminal Court Building after a hearing ... until Aug. 18 rather than start the openings right after the panel is picked. The jailed Kelly switched legal teams less ...
R. Kelly Denied Bail But Granted Slight Trial Delay
LONDON — British detectives have seized a record-breaking haul of cryptocurrency ... received intelligence relating to the transfer of criminal assets. In late June, the Met confiscated £ ...
UK police seize record $250 million haul of cryptocurrency in London
This series has Olyphant playing Marshal Raylan Givens, a cowboy hat-wearing lawman who's expelled from the Miami law enforcement after killing a criminal ... follows a record store owner and ...
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